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The Implicit Tonality of Arnold Schoenberg
Das Buch der hängenden Gärten as a case study
Introduction
Das Buch der hängenden Gärten is a 15 movement suite for voice and piano written
between the years 1908 and 1909. Shoenberg identifies this piece as “the first of his compositions
to abandon tonality as a structure-producing device altogether” (Boss, 2019, p. 111). Although
atonal in intent, some of the songs from this suite indicate the presence of large-scale
functionality (Boss, 2019, p. 112). One could imagine, as he was developing his craft of atonal
music, that his music would undoubtedly contain injections of tonal influences, whether they are
conscious or not. This project seeks to empirically measure the level of tonality that invades
Schoenberg’s “atonal” Das Buch der hängenden Gärten.
With the use of a key-finding algorithm, these findings will be validated through statistical
measures and compared to human analyses of the piece in question. What I have found in this
piece is that there are some movements that contain larger amount of tonality, taking the form of
diatonic pitch-class collections or through ordered tonal function, and some pieces that actively
avoid tonal implications altogether. While this paper does not attempt to read Schoenberg’s
motivations, certain speculations can be made: judging by the clear functionality of some of the
tonal moments, these implicit tonal structures could benefit the performance of the vocalist by
providing familiar pitch sequences and, likewise, these familiar tonal patterns would assist the
audience’s comprehension reminding them of sounds that have gained structural significance to
them over time.
This analysis would benefit greatly from a larger corpus of pieces to analyze. As will be
discussed later, the scarcity to which Schoenberg’s scores are represented digitally forced this
project to look at only one piece in its entirety. Therefore, the claims in this paper, while still
important and informative, exist only on a localized period of time. To make more drastic and
global claims regarding the presence of tonality inSchoenberg’s atonal music, the entirety of his
compositions during his atonal period between the years 1909 and 1920 (Neighbour, 2001)
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should be analyzed using these tools. An entire atonal corpus analysis would elucidate any
continuing threads of tonality in his writing habits compared to the localized snap shot focused on
in this paper.
Krumhansl and Schmuckler
Krumhansl (1990) designed a perceptual experiment where listeners were exposed to a
fragment of music (scales, melodies, chords, etc.) followed by a single pitch called a probe-tone.
Each fragment of music was followed by twelve different probe tones representing the chromatic
scale and the listeners were instructed to rate how well each chromatic probe-tone “fit” the
musical fragment. The results were then compiled to create Krumhansl’s “tonal hierarchy” which
rates the strength of each chromatic pitch—measured by participant preference—in a major and
minor key (see Figure 1).

Figure 1
Krumhansl’s (1990) tonal hierarchies.

These tonal hierarchies provide the foundation to many key-finding algorithms such as the
Krumhansl and Schmuckler (KS) algorithm. The KS algorithm takes, as input, a 12-dimensional
vector—representing the chromatic scale—with values representing the sum of the duration for
each pitch-class present in the musical input. This vector is then correlated with the 24 tonal
hierarchies (12 major and 12 minor) that follow the same shapes as in Figure 1 but transposed to
the respective tonic of each key. This produces a third vector, with a 24-dimensional shape storing
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the correlation values from the input vector and each tonal hierarchy vector. The highest value in
the output vector represents the key of the musical input (Krumhansl, 1990, pp. 78–81).

Temperley’s Kostka-Payne Weights
David Temperley has revised the weights of Krumhansl’s tonal hierarchies many times
(see Temperley (2007, p. 86)) but, for this project, I focused on the weights generated from the
Kostka-Payne (KP) corpus. Compared to Krumhansl method of generating weights based on an
arguably subjective rating scale such as a participant’s “fitness” rating, Temperley uses the KP
corpus to objectively mark whether a pitch-class is present or not (with a 1 or 0, respectively) in
each segment of music where, for Temperley, “the shortest metrical unit that was greater than 1
second” (Temperley, 2007, p. 84). Temperley draws attention to the increased discrimination of
the harmonic minor \7̂ in the KP weights compared to the slightly stronger weight for Z7̂ over \7̂
in Krumhansl’s minor model. Because the KP weights were generated from objective musical
data, I found them to be a stronger metric for this project. Figure 2 shows a comparison of the
Krumhansl weights and the KP weights (labeled “Temperley”).1

Figure 2
Comparison of the Krumhansl (1990) weights and Temperley’s Kostka-Payne corpus weights.
Note, the Temperley weights have been scaled by a factor of 6 for ease of readibility.

1

For ease of readability, I scaled the Temperley weights in this figure by a factor of 6. The original weights are
(0.748, 0.060, 0.488, 0.082, 0.670, 0.460, 0.096, 0.715, 0.104, 0.366, 0.057, 0.400) and (0.712, 0.084, 0.474, 0.618,
0.049, 0.460, 0.105, 0.747, 0.404, 0.067, 0.133, 0.330) for major and minor, respectively.
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Hippel and Huron

This paper is adapted from a similar methodology applied by Hippel and Huron (2020) to
measure the level of tonality throughout Schoenberg’s Das Buch der hängenden Gärten. In their
study, Hippel and Huron analyze 86 twelve-tone rows, 42 by Schoenberg, 21 by Webern, and 23
by Berg, and use the Krumhansl and Schmuckler key-finding algorithm to measure their tonal fit.
Considering how the key-finding algorithm works—generating an input vector dependent on the
durational sum of each pitch-class—feeding the algorithm all 12 pitches from the row would
render an undefined key from the algorithm due to equal representation of all twelve pitch-classes.
To solve this problem, Hippel and Huron feed in 11 separate segments of the same row starting
with the first pitch, then the first and second pitch, then the first three pitches, all the way until the
first 11 pitches are fed into the algorithm. They repeat this process for the retrograde, inversion,
and retrograde inversion. They then compared the tonal fit of these row segments to 1,000
randomly generated rows for a comparison against chance. They found that the rows composed by
Schoenberg and Webern are statistically lower in tonal fit than the randomly generated rows while
the rows composed by Berg have a higher tonal fit than chance, but not statistically significant.
Based on their findings, Hippel and Huron suggest that “Schoenberg and Webern were
excellent intuitive psychologists. . . Recognizing the strength of listeners’ tonal schemata,
Schoenberg and Webern studiously avoided tonal implications in their tone rows, and this
avoidance was still evident when their preferences for other row features were controlled” (2020,
p. 116). While these findings don’t prove Schoenberg’s implicit favor or avoidance of tonal
idioms, I believe it is strong enough evidence that Schoenberg is in fact aware of the impact on
tonality in his music. I believe the methodology in Hippel and Huron’s analysis provide an
appropriate foundation, as well as a motivation, for establishing tonality metrics in Das Buch der
hängenden Gärten.
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Current Project
Form in the arts, and especially in music, aims primarily at comprehensibility. The
relaxation which a satisfied listener experiences when he can follow an idea, its
development, and the reasons for such development is closely related,
psychologically speaking, to a feeling of beauty. Thus, artistic value demands
comprehensibility, not only for intellectual, but also for emotional satisfaction
(Schoenberg, 1996, p. 234).
Although a poor metric, if a metric at all, I was struck by the beauty of this piece. On its own, the
“beauty” qualifier is analytically meaningless, but, when compared to Schoenberg’s implicitly
psychological philosophy, equating comprehensibility to beauty, the identifiable beauty of this
work implies a satisfaction. This satisfaction is a product of fusing beauty with the sense of
comprehension. I treated these feelings as the impetus to dissect this work further to see whether
or not there were tonal constructions that my auditory brain was latching on to in an attempt to
make sense of what I was hearing.
The implicit tonal phenomenon of this work could stem from specific atonal practices. For
instance, the first three notes of the entire suite, F \–D–F ^, form the trichord (014) which, from a
tonal perspective, bears significance. The (014), tonally, contains the foundation for any triadic
harmony: both a major and a minor third. In movement 15, for example, this trichord overlaps
with itself to form the (0347) tetrachord or, tonally speaking, a simultaneous major and minor
triad (see the D–F–B Z–C \ in the right hand of the opening two measures of movement 15).
With the pervasiveness of these trichords and tetrachords, it could be argued that
“tonality” can exist anywhere that contains a major or minor triad. What this exploratory study
aims to do is not just locate the major and minor triads within the work but, instead, measure pitch
distributions using the Krumhansl and Schmuckler key-finding algorithm (Krumhansl, 1990) and
incorporating the modifications to this algorithm from Temperley (1999). It is important to note
that this algorithm does not take pitch order into account when calculating the key, instead it only
focuses on durational lengths of each pitch class. As discussed in greater detail below, not only
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does Schoenberg’s music score highly with specific keys with the KS algorithm, but he organizes
the pitches to support the durational claims.
In this project, I build off of the methodology used by Hippel and Huron (2020) to
measure implicit tonality throughout the movements of Das Buch der hängenden Gärten. While
I’m not arguing that this piece as a whole, or its individual movements, is by any means “tonal,”
the algorithm has pointed to strong cases of tonally idiomatic structures mixed into the atonal
construction of the piece. Of these examples, there is a mix of tonal saliency between functional
tonality and tonal “representations” such as major/minor pitch-class collections. For this analysis,
I will focus on movement 15 because of its high key certainty and statistical significance,
movement 2 because of its high key certainty and lack of statistical significance, and movement
14 due to it’s low key certainty score and lack of statistical significance to analyze the efficacy of
the model that I have built.

Method
With exclusive use of Michael Cuthbert’s Music21 Toolkit for Python (Cuthbert, 2021), I
wrote a script to parse through each individual movement in the suite. This first algorithm took
each movement as a whole and fed them into the Krumhansl and Schmuckler algorithm (using
Temperley’s fine-tuning 1999) to identify the key of each movement and stored the results into a
table (discussed below).
For the next stage of analysis, I was faced with many options on how to segment the music
but ultimately chose to analyze each movement on a measure-by-measure basis for consistency.
For each movement, a new algorithm extracted and stored each individual measure into a list.
After storing this data, I fed each measure into the Krumhansl and Schmuckler algorithm to
identify the key of each individual measure and stored the results into a separate table for each
movement.
While extracting and analyzing the individual measures of each movement, I collected the
four most frequent keys. I then performed a Chi2 goodness of fit test on each movement to test the
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statistical significance of the key distributions in each movement. As a control, I performed the
same analysis and extraction on Webern’s Op. 27 No. 2. The combination of Webern’s strict
twelve-tone application in this piece, as well as Webern’s low tonality score found in Hippel and
Huron (2020) provided a perfect candidate for comparison to Das Buch der hängenden Gärten.
Finally, I wrote another algorithm that parsed through each movement and extracted the
MIDI note number for each note of the voice part in each movement. Extracting the MIDI note
number maintained the original intervals of the music if needed later in the analysis. For each
movement, these MIDI note numbers were normalized to pitch-class numbers using mod 12.
These numbers were then fed into an algorithm that I wrote to generate a pitch co-occurrence
matrix for each movement. The pitch co-occurrence matrix tabulates the frequency of how often
one pitch-class is followed by another pitch-class. Due to the polyphonic nature of the piano
writing, extracting MIDI note numbers, although absolutely possible, proves nearly impossible
when tabulating pitch co-occurrence metrics as I will discuss below.
Results
Table 1 represents the resultant keys using Temperley’s KP weights when analyzing each
individual movement as a whole. What I found truly remarkable was that the higher the key
certainty,2 the more related the tonics of top two frequent keys appeared to be. For example, the
highest key certainty is coupled with movement 2 and the top two frequent keys are related by a
third relationship. This third relationship can be seen in movements 1, 3, 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12 all of
which—with the exception of movement 1 with a key certainty of 0.689—have a key certainty
greater-than 0.72.3
Movement 15, as I will go into more detail with below, has the second-highest key
certainty rating of 1.003 and is analyzed as being “in the key of” D minor. What is truly
remarkable about this movement in particular is the tonic/dominant relationship between the top
2
3

Reported as the correlation coefficient between the input vector and the weights for the identified key.

This is a fine line for a cutoff as movement 5 has a key certainty of 0.71 and the top two frequent keys are related by
a minor second which is a bit of an anomaly in this analysis.
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two keys: D and A, respectively. This relationship is so pervasive in the movement that, on an
individual measure basis, 13 measures were identified as D minor and 11 were identified as A
minor representing close to half of the entire movement.
Although the key certainty looks to be a confident metric to base these claims on, for me,
this value was only part of the picture. As mentioned previously in the Methods section above, I
wanted to get a deeper picture into each of the movements. If we focus on the Chi2 and p value
columns of Table 1, a different picture emerges. Looking at the Chi2 column, this value is the
result of a Chi2 goodness of fit test. This statistical test measures the distribution of observed
frequencies across a population. In this case, the observed frequencies are the summed totals of
analyzed keys across each measure in the movement and the population is the total number of
measures. Because this is considered an “atonal” piece of music, it would make sense to assume
an equal distribution of keys, or, rather, a lack of consistent keys within the population. The p
value column represents the significance of this outcome where any value below 0.05 indicates
that there is a statistically significant key consistency among the measures in a movement. Using
the Chi2 goodness of fit test as an improved measure of tonal certainty, this eliminates all
movements except for 9, 11, and 15.
It’s important to note that, while this provides a level of statistical strength, the difference
in population size within each movement could easily skew the results. For instance, the shortest
movement, movement 14, contains only 11 measures of music and scored the highest p value.
The higher the p value, the more evenly distributed the keys are across the measures with a score
of 1 indicating a perfectly even distribution. Compared to movement 15 containing 51 measures
which scored the lowest p value, the differences as a result of population size become apparent.
Where this becomes particularly problematic is in movement 2 which scores the highest key
certainty but falls victim to the statistical test due to the movement’s short length of 14 measures.
As a control, I performed this analysis on Webern’s Op. 27, No. 2—a well-established
twelve-tone piece of music written by a composer who Hippel and Huron (2020) identified as
least likely to include tonal elements. The results of this test were exactly as expected with a p
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value of 1.0 indicating a perfectly equal distribution of keys within the measures of this
movement.
Table 1
A table representing the key, key certainty, the four top frequent keys (with a window of one
measure), and the Chi2 and p value for key distribution among individual measures of each
movement (a p value of 0.000 represents a value less than 0.0001).
Movement
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Key
Am
Dm
Cm
Fm
Gm
E-m
Gm
Fm
DM
Dm
F#m
Em
Cm
Gm
Dm

Key Certainty
0.689
1.042
0.791
0.454
0.712
0.344
0.545
0.760
0.844
0.822
0.903
0.727
0.563
0.365
1.003

Top Frequent Keys
[’Am’, ’CM’, ’C#M’, ’Em’]
[’Dm’, ’B-m’, ’Bm’, ’Am’]
[’B-M’, ’Dm’, ’Cm’, ’GM’]
[’AM’, ’G#m’, ’CM’, ’DM’]
[’E-m’, ’DM’, ’E-M’, ’GM’]
[’FM’, ’B-m’, ’F#M’, ’Am’]
[’C#m’, ’Bm’, ’E-m’, ’Cm’]
[’Fm’, ’Am’, ’B-m’, ’E-m’]
[’DM’, ’Bm’, ’B-M’, ’F#m’]
[’Dm’, ’F#m’, ’Am’, ’B-m’]
[’F#m’, ’Am’, ’C#M’, ’EM’]
[’Cm’, ’AM’, ’F#M’, ’Bm’]
[’CM’, ’Cm’, ’Am’, ’Dm’]
[’F#m’, ’G#m’, ’A-M’, ’GM’]
[’Dm’, ’Am’, ’GM’, ’C#m’]

Chi2 Value
5.273
8.538
8.000
6.240
3.111
3.111
3.333
8.857
24.909
10.097
40.167
6.778
2.615
0.000
64.667

p Value
0.982
0.288
0.889
0.795
0.960
0.960
0.986
0.546
0.009
0.686
0.000
0.964
0.855
1.000
0.000

Movement 15
I chose to focus on movement 15 because the key finding algorithm scored the highest and
it showed a statistically significant distribution of keys. In addition to the key information, the
next feature I wanted to analyze was the succession of pitches in the voice to see if any of these
pitch co-occurrence patterns resemble tonality.4 Table 2 displays the co-occurrence matrix of
movement 15. This matrix was generated by cycling through each pitch in the voice part and (1)
4

Unfortunately, I was only able to extract music from the voice part because, for the piano, this procedure is
incredibly difficult to do because of the polyphonic nature of the writing.
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storing the initial pitch-class as the row index number (x) (2) look to the next pitch-class (x+1 ) and
store that pitch-class number as the column index, then (3) increase the cell value at index (rowx ,
columnx+1 ) by 1, and finally (4) repeat the process with the previous column index as the new
row index—advancing the algorithm to the next pitch—and repeat the process until all pitches are
tabulated. Once this algorithm concluded, I cycled through every cell of the (12,12) matrix and
divided each value by the total pitches present in the movement to generate the probabilities of
pitch co-occurrence. I chose to highlight the rows and columns of the pitch-classes that are
present in the D harmonic minor scale because this was the the resultant key from the KS
algorithm, D minor was the most frequent key across its individual measures, and Temperley’s
weights were more focused on the harmonic minor scale than the natural minor scale.
Table 2
Co-occurrence matrix of movement 15 displaying the probabilities of how likely one pitch-class
will follow another pitch-class where the pitch-classes in the rows represent the initial pitch and
each column represents the pitch-class of the next pitch-class.

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

0
0.0074
0.0074
0.0148
0.0000
0.0148
0.0074
0.0000
0.0000
0.0074
0.0074
0.0000
0.0074

1
0.0074
0.0000
0.0370
0.0148
0.0074
0.0074
0.0074
0.0000
0.0000
0.0074
0.0000
0.0074

2
0.0222
0.0370
0.0222
0.0000
0.0222
0.0148
0.0148
0.0000
0.0000
0.0074
0.0000
0.0000

3
0.0074
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0074
0.0074
0.0074
0.0074
0.0148
0.0074
0.0000
0.0000

4
0.0000
0.0074
0.0148
0.0074
0.0074
0.0148
0.0074
0.0222
0.0000
0.0000
0.0074
0.0000

5
0.0000
0.0074
0.0222
0.0074
0.0000
0.0074
0.0148
0.0000
0.0222
0.0148
0.0000
0.0000

6
0.0000
0.0000
0.0148
0.0000
0.0074
0.0000
0.0074
0.0000
0.0222
0.0074
0.0000
0.0074

7
0.0000
0.0000
0.0074
0.0000
0.0000
0.0074
0.0074
0.0000
0.0296
0.0074
0.0000
0.0000

8
0.0074
0.0074
0.0000
0.0074
0.0148
0.0148
0.0074
0.0222
0.0074
0.0222
0.0074
0.0074

9
0.0074
0.0222
0.0000
0.0000
0.0074
0.0000
0.0000
0.0074
0.0148
0.0000
0.0074
0.0222

10
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0074
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0074
0.0000
0.0074

11
0.0148
0.0074
0.0074
0.0148
0.0000
0.0074
0.0000
0.0000
0.0074
0.0000
0.0000
0.0148

It would be beyond the scope of this paper to talk about every single co-occurrence
probability in this matrix, but I have highlighted several interesting probabilities in red text. The
first, and perhaps strongest case for an implicit tonal habit, is the high probability of 1→2 and
2→1. In a tonal setting, this is the equivalent of Ti→Do and Do→Ti, respectively, in D minor.
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Not only is this a significant pattern, it is the highest probability of all pitch co-occurrences at 4%
likely to occur. In addition to this, the row of pitch-class 1 (C \) shows that there is a high
probability that pitch-class 1 will move to pitch-class 9. This particular succession outlines the V
chord in D minor (A–C \) which provides further support towards inherent tonal practices. There
is also a high average (2%) that pitch-class 2 will travel to pitch-class 5 which is the third of the
tonic i chord of D minor. Lastly, though not a significantly high probability, there is a 0.7%
chance of Le resolving down to Sol and, consequently, a 0% chance of Le resolving up to La
which is indicative of D minor as well.
These probabilities are evident when looking at specific examples from the piece. For
instance, Figure 3 shows the voice part in the measure of highest key certainty, measure 15. Not
only are all the pitches part of the diatonic D minor pitch-class collection, they even loosely
follow a V–i progression with an appoggiatura leading to Ti and resolving to me after a rest.
Aurally, the Ti could be heard as implicitly resolving up to Do and then down to Me but,
regardless, I find this progression to be undeniably D minor.

Figure 3
The voice part in measure 15 showcasing a pitch collection and pattern demonstrative of D
harmonic minor.

Another instance occurs in the piano part which was not included in the co-occurrence
probabilities demonstrating the significance of D minor and the power of the key finding
algorithm. Figure 4 shows the piano part at measure 6 (left), the second highest key certainty of
the movement. The outlined chord in the right hand is a clear i6 chord. This i6 chord is combined
concurrently with the V64 chord in the left hand. Despite occurring concurrently and the
second-inversion of the V chord, these two particular chords appearing together is no
coincidence. Finally, although not a significant harmonic instance, the bass voice in measure 49
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(Figure 4, right) outlines a typical Sol→Do as is typical for the end of tonal pieces.

Figure 4
Measure 6 (left) displaying the concurrent i6 and V64 chord and measures 49–51 (right) showing
the strong Sol→Do in the bass voice.

Movement 2

Scoring the highest key certainty value out of all of the movements in Das Buch der
hängenden Gärten but lacking statistical significance, I felt movement 2 needed special attention
by comparing machine to human. The model classified this movement as being in D minor with a
key certainty of 1.042 (see Table 3 for the measre-by-measure key analysis). At first glance, the
pitches in the opening two measures, with the exception of the B ^ in the voice and E Z in the left
hand of the piano, support the models classification as they all, not only fit clearly into the tonal
collection of D minor, but outline this key as well. For instance, the voice part arpeggiates from
the third to the root of a i chord. The voice then descends by half-step to \7̂ and then by passing
tone to 5̂ to outline the V chord only to resolve Ti→Do later in measure 2. To support this, the

\

piano plays and sustains a rolled i 7 which provides a strong tonic foundation despite the
peculiarity of the addition of the major seventh. What’s more, this pitch material returns in
measure 14 with the same harmony in the piano on beat two (with slight reordering) and the
outlining of V→i in the voice through melodic minor ascent: 5̂ →( ^6̂)→ \7̂ → 1̂ (see Figure 5).
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Table 3
Key analysis and certainty for the individual measures in movement 2.
Measure
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Key
Dm
Dm
B-m
AM
Bm
BM
Am
Dm
Fm
Em
Dm
Dm
B-m
B-m

Key Certainty
1.317351
1.078439
0.654402
0.867249
0.606754
0.647254
0.774403
0.577705
0.999467
1.348865
0.746779
1.175884
0.887049
0.788692

Figure 5
Measures 1–2 and 11–12 of movement 2 demonstrating the return of “tonal” material.

Larson (1987) also implies the presence of “tonality” in this movement going as far as
claiming the movement resembles a i–ii–V–i using Schenkerian graphs as evidence. Larson
organizes his argument by starting with the deepest background level (reproduced in Figure 6)
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and progressively moving towards the foreground—though I find the graphs to be less convincing
the closer his analysis gets to the foreground. What is convincing, however, is the placement of
these background harmonies on the graph when compared to the algorithm’s classified key for
those particular measures. Aside from the ii chord in measure 4, the tonic and dominant
harmonies graphed by Larson are reflected in Table 3 with a high level of certainty.
The second tonic resolution placed at measure 11 in Larson’s analysis deserves slight
attention. The algorithm’s key certainty is lower for this area compared to the initial tonic and the
dominant but this is misleading. Looking at the score (Figure 5), by design the model is taking
into consideration the first two beats—including non-diatonic pitches such as F \, B ^,5 and B \—as
well as the “tonic” chord from measure 1. The extra notes from the first two beats add noise to the
calculation thus reducing the key certainty. Measure 12, consequently, scores the second-highest
key certainty value as it mimics the opening measure. This can be interpreted as an implication
that beats three and four of measure 11 would have scored highly if they weren’t in the same
measure as the first two beats. This finding provides further support to Larson’s tonal areas.
Measure 4, labeled as the ii chord by Larson, is analyzed strongly as A major by the
algorithm (with a key certainty of 0.8672). Considering that the tonic “A” differs by one
accidental on the circle of fifths and the lack of representative D \s in the music further justify the
model’s prediction of A instead of E. The model, in addition to identifying the main key, also
provides the key certainty for every other key candidate for each measure and, when looking at
these results, the next two highest keys were C \ minor (with a key certainty of 0.6482) and E
major (with a key certainty of 0.535).6 Since these keys share the same key signature and they
scored highly in the key finding algorithm, the model is still picking up on Larson’s ii chord
analysis.

5

While \6̂ may be part of Schoenberg’s “key,” Temperley’s weighting of this pitch class is the second lowest, next to
\3̂, in the minor key profile (see Figure 2) contributing to the low key certainty of measure 11.
6 The higher representation of C \ minor is most likely because of the presence of B \ on beat 4 of measure 4.
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Figure 6
Background graph of movement 2 recreated from Larson (1987, p. 422) with measure number
locations above the staff.

Movement 14
While the insignificance of movement 2 proved to be misleading, consequently, the
statistical insignificance of movement 14, analyzed as G minor with a key certainty of 0.365, is a
more trustworthy calculation. Looking at Table 4, the p value of 1.0 for movement 14 in Table 1
makes more sense: out of each key analyzed, only one key, E Z minor, is represented more than
once—and still only occurs twice. When looking at the music, the lack of key centricity is
immediately apparent supporting the high p value for this movement.
Table 4
Key analysis and certainty for each measure of movement 14.
Measure
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Key
B-M
BM
F#m
G#m
E-M
A-M
GM
E-m
C#m
Gm
E-m

Key Certainty
0.454790
0.456718
0.542025
0.396370
0.268008
0.500198
1.154305
0.488310
0.497014
0.823160
0.586520

This movement is dominated by sequences of thirds and interval classes 1 and 6, both of
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which present a challenge in establishing a consistent key. Looking at Figure7, I’ve identified, in
grey, the notable half-step relationships in this excerpt. The tri-tones (blue) and third sequences
(purple) each exist in a larger third sequence, marked in green, occurring in the left hand (with a
less notable sequence in the right hand). What makes these two measures unique is that they
contain the only two “tonal” occurrences that I could find: a chromatic mediant relationship and a
repeated half-cadence pattern in E Z minor.

The chromatic mediant relationship (circled in brown) begins by establishing the key of G
major (the highest key certainty for this movement produced by the model) with the B and G in
the left hand, followed by a descending V chord arpeggiation in G major creating a half cadence.
Linked by a third sequence, with D ^ as a common tone, the voice then performs a descending
enharmonically spelled arpeggio of V in the key of E Z minor. This shift to E Z minor is further
supported by the presence of E Z in the bass voice of the piano on the downbeat. This arpeggio
resolves to i with a strong Sol→Do (circled in brown in measure 8 reinterpreting A \ as B Z). This
gesture concludes with a half-step descent in both the piano and voice (circled in red) implying a
half-cadence (Do→Ti). This half cadence motive repeats in the final measure of the movement
(the only other measure to be classified as E Z minor by the model) invoking a sense of aural
familiarity to what occurred previously in measure 8.7 Out of this entire movement, these were
the only two measures that I could tonally interpret through the analysis of the model. Therefore,
the classification of movement 14 as lacking a consistent representation of keys is truly indicative
of the absence of tonal idioms.

7

Z

^

This E →D motive appears in voice in measures 2 (the first two notes of the voice part), 4 (occurring as an implied
inner voice), and 5 perhaps implying a key of E minor throughout the movement. The music in between these
occurrences, however, overshadows the motive thwarting any notion of tonal saliency which is reflected in the
model’s key predictions for these measures.

Z
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Figure 7
Measures 7 and 8 of movement 14 demonstrating third sequences (green and purple), prevalence
of interval class 6 (blue) and 1 (grey), the chromatic mediant relationship (brown), and the first
instance of the half-cadence motive (red).

Conclusion

I think it is important to state that I am not claiming any movement of this piece to be
“tonal.” To identify any particular movement from this piece as being a “tonal” piece of music
would be a bold and difficult claim to prove. However, using powerful computational tools, such
as the Krumhansl Schmuckler key finding algorithm, help in identifying tonal moments sprinkled
in and combined with the vestiges of tonal idioms like the increased likelihood of Ti→Do or
Sol→Do. Although we can’t fully know the motivation, if even intentional, behind Schoenberg’s
tonal sprinklings, it can be speculated that, in this piece, their presence could be a byproduct of
compositional habit.
Although the algorithm provided us with significant key results for movement 15 and an
accurate lack of tonality in movement 14, the model identified movement 2 as lacking
significance for a consistent distribution of keys. Factoring in the analysis by Larson (1987), it is
clear that human intervention would still be necessary to support or refute the model’s
classifications. Going through each movement of this piece to validate or invalidate the model,
however, would defeat the purpose of the algorithm in the first place. In these situations, I find it
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safe to trust statistically significant results8 and to question statistically insignificant results only if
their key certainty score is high enough to mark the statistical insignificance peculiar.
Since there is no way of marking a finite threshold of whether the analyst should check the
validity of the model or not, this particular model’s use is limited in making strong claims. What
the model does well, however, is identifying patterns quickly and effectively regardless if they are
statistically significant or not. For instance, this model drew attention to movements 2 and 15
immediately and pointed to where the analyst should focus on through measure-specific analysis.
Without this model, and assuming the analyst has never looked at Das Buch der hängenden
Gärten previously, identifying movements 2 and 15 as implicitly “tonal” could have taken a fair
amount of time for the analyst to identify, if at all.9
Marking the beginning of his “atonal,” or what Schoenberg preferred as “pantonal,”
period, Das Buch Das Buch der hängenden Gärten may not be the strongest metric for claims of
implicit tonality. Since this piece marked the beginning of the abandonment of tonality
(Neighbour, 2001), the tonal aspects could very well be a product of adopting a new system of
composition implying that tonal moments would be inevitable.
With any computational model, the analysis is only as good as the data. In the case of this
project, digital encodings of Schoenberg scores are scarce and I was fortunate enough to find Das
Buch der hängenden Gärten in its entirety via MuseScore’s repository (“Musescore,” 2021). This
analysis model may be more useful on pieces well into Schoenberg’s pantonal period such as
Pierrot Lunaire which, of the 21 movements, I was only able to locate 5 that were digitally
encoded. Of the available movements (Mondestrunken, Colombine, Eine blasse Wäscherin, Valse
de Chopin, and Nacht), the model did not find any significant tonal distributions (see Table 5), the
closest of which was the Valse de Chopin. However, the high key certainty score of Colombine
would warrant human intervention to validate whether or not implicit tonality exists in the
movement.
8
9

I fell victim to time and still need to go through and validate movements 9 and 11.

These two movements, specifically, clearly began in a D minor tonality, so the time-to-convergence may not have
been significant. However, the model does at least help with informing the analyst which key to look for.
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Table 5
Key certainties of 5 movements of Pierrot Lunaire.
Movement
Mondestrunken
Colombine
Eine blasse Wäscherin
Valse de Chopin
Nacht

Key
BM
Gm
Dm
EM
C#m

Key Certainty
0.396467
1.057110
0.971702
0.306663
0.348418

Top Frequent Keys
[’BM’, ’DM’, ’Gm’, ’B-m’]
[’Gm’, ’B-m’, ’C#m’, ’E-M’]
[’Am’, ’Dm’, ’Gm’, ’Em’]
[’Am’, ’E-m’, ’C#m’, ’Gm’]
[’C#m’, ’Em’, ’B-m’, ’F#m’]

Chi2 Value
12.154
13.200
3.588
16.907
7.640

p Value
0.839
0.780
0.936
0.324
0.937

Again, while not a perfect metric, I believe the analyses conducted in this paper provide
an insightful foundation to analytical approaches to Schoenberg’s music between 1909 and 1920.
But, as shown with the brief analysis of Pierrot Lunaire, the algorithm will need to become more
robust to account for more musical data and be able to make important decisions about which
parts to look at and, more specifically, how to handle timbral effects such as sprechstimme.
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